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Abstract
In  this  paper  we discuss  and compare  theoretical  and experimental  data  of  thermal  conductivity  in
crystalline Silicon (natural and enriched). We focus in particular on the role that the isotopic mass defects
have in determining the value of this conductivity.
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Introducton 
In the theoretcal study of the thermal conductiity in non-metallic solids, a widely used approach is
that  of  soliinn  the  Boltzmann  equaton  of  the  phonon  thermal  transport  to  obtain  the  related
conductiity  [1-3]g  Many  researchers  are  usinn  methods  of  soluton  based  on  the  relaxaton  tme
approximaton, of which we proposed a simplifed discussion in [4,5]g Other researchers prefer the use
of methods which are inioliinn more specifc atomic models [6-12]g In neneral, all the used methods
are able  of  describinn the behaiior  of  the thermal  conductiity,  when they are  inioliinn a  proper
formulaton  of  the  normal  and  umklapp  phonon-phonon  scaterinn  and  of  the  other  scaterinn
mechanisms due to the presence of defects in the crystalg 
If we consider a solid where only phonons are actnn in the thermal transport, the sample turns out to
be like a box containinn themg At iery low temperatures, we haie a few phonons interactnn only with
the walls  of  the  boxg  As  the temperature  increases,  the  populaton  of  phonons  increases  too and
consequently their thermal conductiityg  Howeier, with a further increase of temperature,  also the
interactons amonn phonons become releiantg Therefore, afer the thermal conductiity has reached a
maximum, its ialue starts decreasinn with a further increase of the temperatureg
Amonn  the  processes  which  are  infuencinn  the  ialues  of  the  thermal  conductiity  we  fnd  the
scaterinn of phonons due to the presence of isotopic mass defectsg Actually, the natural crystals of
seieral elements are composed by diferent isotopes; that is, in these crystals with natural compositon
we haie the sites of the crystalline latce occupied by atoms of the same element haiinn diferent
massesg This disorder of the latce reduces the thermal conductiityg
For an experimental study of the thermal conductiity without the isotope efect, the sample needs to
be  made  of  an  isotopically  enriched  materialg  Amonn  the  materials  which  haie  receiied  specifc
enrichment  for  the  analysis  of  thermal  conductiity  we  fnd  diamond-like  Carbon,  Silicon  and
Germanium  [13-17]g  As  resultnn  from  experiments,  the  isotopic  purity  of  the  solid  is  stronnly
infuencinn the thermal conductiityg This is important for technolonical applicatons of these materials,
such as for a beter comprehension of the thermal transportg
Here we discuss the case of crystalline Silicong Specifcally, we discuss some of the literature on it, which
is proiidinn experimental datag Theoretcal works had been proposed in the past by the author, who
solied the phononic Boltzmann equaton in crystals in which diferent isotopes are presentg Let us start
for these theoretcal works on the thermal conductiity of Silicong
An iteratve approachi 
In  [18,19]  we  proposed  an  iteratie  approach  to  the  soluton  of  the  Boltzmann  equatong  In  the
calculaton of the thermal conductiity, we inserted competnn scaterinn mechanism due to isotope
impurites and the three-phonon collisions, without resortnn to the systematc use of the relaxaton
tme approximatong The model that we used was not so specifc as in the followinn works [6,7], but it
was able to niie a nood anreement with experimental data for silicon, here shown in the Finure 1g
 
Finure 1: Thermal conductiity of Silicon as a functon of temperature at room pressureg The curies A
and B are the results of calculatons proposed in [19], with and without isotopic mass defects, in the
case of absence of the boundary scaterinng This scaterinn is considered for curie B’g The experimental
points are from Holland and Neurinner [20]g
Let us note that the results niien in the Finure 1 had not been obtained by usinn adjustable parametersg
Actually, the use of adjustable parameters is rather common in the methods inioliinn the relaxaton
tme approximatong A critcism to this use was made by Sriiastaia too [21]g
In [19]  we haie also considered the isotope efect in Germaniumg And for  it  too we obseried the
releiant role of the purity of the sampleg For our further discussion on Silicon, let us extrapolate from
the Finure 1 the thermal conductiity at 200 Kg For the natural Silicon it is of 2g2 W/cm-K  and for the
pure sample, it is of 3g8 W/cm-Kg
Followinn the methods niien in [6,7], the efect of isotopes on the thermal conductiity of Silicon was
iniestnated anain in [22]g Actually, in [6], [7] and [22], we applied the iteratie method on a reiised
model of the solid: we used a crystal described by its real Brillouin zone and Hamiltonian to determine
properly the three-phonon normal and umklapp processesg
 
 
Finure 2: Thermal conductiity of Silicon as a functon of temperature at room pressureg The curies A
and B are the results of calculatons proposed in [22], with and without isotope scaterinng The
experimental points are from Refsg 20 and 23g 
Anain, for the further discussion, let us extrapolate from the Finure 2 the thermal conductiity at 200 Kg
For the natural Silicon it is of 2g W/cm-K and for the pure sample, it is of 3g W/cm-K g
As  we  can  see  from the  ialues  obtained in  [19]  and  [22],  we  haie  that  the  rato of  the  thermal
conductiity of enriched and natural Silicon, at 200 K, is 1g72 in the case of [19], and it is 1g5 in the case
of [22]g It means that, usinn a more realistc mode, the efect of the isotopic mass defects is reducedg
From [22], we estmate that the thermal conductiity at 200 K is reduced of 30% at the mostg
Experimental results
At the tme we iniestnated the use of the iteratie approach to solie the Boltzmann equaton, we had
not the opportunity of haiinn a seriice, such as Goonle Scholar or other web supports, to fnd easily the
literature  on the subjectg  As  the reader  can see,  we had at  our disposal  only  the access to a  few
experimental data for Silicong Now, let us examine the further data that we fnd on the web todayg
First, we consider the paper by Capinski, Maris, Bauser, et alg [24]g The experimental data are niien in
the Finure 3g 
 
Fing 3: Thermal conductiity of isotopically pure 28Si (squares) and Si of natural isotopic abundance
(triannles) [24]g The circles are the data from Refg25g
The data from Refg24 tell us that, at 200 K, the thermal conductiity of the natural Silicon is of about 2g8
W/cm-K  and  that  of  the  isotopically  pure  Silicon  of  about  4  W/cm-K  g  The  rato  of  the  thermal
conductiity is 1g42g The isotope scaterinn is reducinn the thermal conductiity of 30%g These results
seem in nood anreement with the preiiously niien theoretcal datag 
In 2000, new data on the thermal conductiity of Silicon had been published [26]g Here in the Finure 4,
we niie some of the experimental pointsg 
 
Fing 4: Thermal conductiity of isotopically pure 28Si and Si of natural isotopic abundanceg Some data
from Refg26g The open dots represent the measurements on sample SIN1 of natural silicong As told in
[26] the “plus” symbols denote the “standard” curie for natural Si, as niien by [27]g 
Let us consider the data from Refg26 at 200 Kg The thermal conductiity of the natural Silicon is of about
2g3 W/cm-K and that of the isotopically pure Silicon of about 4 W/cm-K (Finure 3)g In [26], the authors
discussed the result  in the followinn mannerg  “In  principle,  the thermal  conductiity  enhancement,
which is most prominent at the maximum of kappa, where umklapp processes are frozen out, should
ianish rapidly at hinher temperaturesg Howeier, we fnd an almost constant enhancement in kappa of
about  60% between 100 and 300  K  and estmate this  efect  to  persist  up to at  least  400 Kg  This
obseriaton  also  contradicts  the  predictons  of  a  recent  calculaton  for  the  thermal  conductiity
enhancement in isotopically pure silicon”g The authors are referrinn to artcle [28]g
Thie behiavior at hiighi temperature
Data published in [26] had been discussed in the work by Inyushkin in [29]g He noted, about the phonon
free path at low temperatures, that a “tremendous discrepancy” between theoretcal and experimental
ialues exists, and it “cannot be ratonalized in the framework of the current iiews of heat conducton in
crystals in the boundary scaterinn renime”g Actually, also the lack of results for sample SIN1 (natural
Silicon) at low temperatures was stressedg
The authors of [26] considered Inyushkin’s analysis and reconsider their resultsg “In iiew of the interest,
in  this  problem”  [29],  “we  haie  recently  remeasured  the  same  and  other  similar  samples  with  a
diferent apparatus around T = 300 Kg We consistently found an increase in the k of 28Si with respect of
that of  natSi of about 10 %, whereas the ialues of this enhancement measured below 100 K are the
same as those in the orininal data” [30]g 
 
 
Fing 5: The same as in the Finure 4 with the red squares representnn the correcton reported in [30] for
the data of pure 28Sig 
The authors, in the new measurements, found the thermal conductiity of the natural Silicon the same
as before, but the “ialues reported earlier for 28Si are systematcally 90 W/m-K hinher than the present
ones”g “This diference … below 100 K … reduces the enhancement … reported earlier for 28Si from 60%
to about 10%g The reason for the discrepancy is not known, but we belieie the new data to be more
reliable”g 
Therefore we can reiise accordinnly the data of the Finure 4, obtaininn Finure 5g
Let us consider the ialue of the thermal conductiity of the enriched Silicon at 200 Kg From the Finure 4,
we haie a ialue of 400 W/m-K: if we reduce it of 90 W/m-K, we obtain a ialue of 3 W/cm-K (Finure 5)g
Let us note that this ialue is in nood anreement with the result of the theoretcal model in [22]g From
the plot, the conductiity of natural Silicon seems beinn 2g2 W/cm-Kg The rato of the conductiity of
enriched  and  natural  Silicon  seems  beinn 1g36g  Then,  the enrichment  increases,  at  200  K, the
conductiity of 36% g
Discussion
Let us consider anain the results niien in [22]g In the Finure 6, we can see side by side the theoretcal
results niien in the Refg22 and the experimental data niien in the Finure 5, with the correctons for the
enriched sample (red squares)g
 
 
Finure 6: On the lef, the theoretcal curies from [22], on the rinht the experimental data [26,30]g The
red lines had been added to help the reader in the comparisong
We can discuss the comparisong First of all,  I  haie remoied the experimental  data of the enriched
Silicon below 3 Kg  These data depend on the boundary scaterinn and therefore on the size of the
sampleg For the enriched sample, the specifc ialue of the thermal conductiity at the peak is diferent,
howeier the thermal conductiity obtained from theory between 3 K and 10 K and between 30 K and
200 K is in nood anreement with experimental datag For the natural sample, aboie 10 K, the oierall
behaiiors are in anreementg Moreoier, the theoretcal curie is in anreement with the open circles from
[26]g
New data
In [31], the researchers measured the thermal conductiity of isotopically enriched 28Si “independently
in three laboratories by hinh precision experiments on a total of four samples of diferent shape and
denree of isotope enrichment in the ranne from 5 to 300 K with partcular emphasis on the ranne near
room temperatureg The results obtained in the diferent laboratories are in nood anreement with each
otherg They indicate that at room temperature the thermal conductiity of isotopically enriched  28Si
exceeds the thermal  conductiity  of  Si  with a  natural,  unmodifed isotope  mixture  by  10±2%g This
fndinn is in disanreement with an earlier report by Ruf et alg”g The results niien in [31] are in anreement
with the data from [32]g
Let us note that the results for natural Silicon from [31], at 200 K, are rather diferent from data niien in
[24], and also from [26] and [30]g 
 
 
Fing7: Data from [31]g 
 
From the Finure 7, at 200 K, the conductiity is comprised between 2g5 and 2g9 W/cm-Kg The rato of the
conductiity  is  1g16g  Actually,  the  new  measurements  had  increased  the  ialue  of  the  thermal
conductiity in the natural sample of 16%g
Let us stress this fact, that it is a nood set of measurements on the natural sample which is releiant for
any model of the phonon scaterinn by the isotopic mass defectsg For what concerns the calculaton in
[22],  the niien model based on a real representaton of the crystalline latce and of the scaterinn
processes produces ialues of the thermal conductiity in nood anreement for the pure crystalg For the
crystal  with  natural  isotopic  mass defects,  the  formula  used for  the  scaterinn  produced by  these
defects is niiinn, at 200 K, a conductiity 25% lower than the new experimental ialueg In the case of
Diamond  and  Germanium,  that  were  studied  in  [22]  too,  the  anreement  between  theory  and
experiments is nood on all the ranne of temperatureg 
Conclusion
In  this  paper  we  haie  presented  some  theoretcal  curies  and  experimental  data  on  the  thermal
conductiity of crystalline Silicong Let us stress that a nood oierall anreement of the theoretcal curies
with experimental ialues exists, in partcular for enriched Silicon [22]g The theoretcal curies had been
obtained from a realistc model,  without the use of  adjustable  parametersg  For what  concerns the
natural Silicon, the most recent data here considered niie a thermal conductiity at 200 K which is
about 10% larner than the preiiously determined ialueg It would be interestnn to understand the orinin
of this diference in the experimental ialuesg 
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